iConference 2022 Call for Submissions
Information for a Better World: Shaping the Global Future

Dates: To be conducted online Feb. 28 – Mar. 4, 2022
Conference website: https://ischools.org/the-iconference
Submission website: https://www.conftool.com/iconference2022/

As we build our post-COVID-19 realities, we have an unprecedented opportunity to apply information for a better world. In iConference 2022, we invite scholars to reflect and contribute through their research and engagement.

Submissions are invited for all tracks listed below, with research papers due Sept. 13, 2021, and the deadline for all remaining submissions extended to Oct. 18, 2021. See website for full details.

iConference 2022 is a virtual event presented by the iSchools and jointly hosted by University College Dublin (Ireland), and Kyushu University (Japan) and University of Texas at Austin (USA). This is the 17th event in the iConference series, and all information scholars and researchers are invited to submit, regardless of institutional affiliation.

Full Research Papers: Full research papers should present new and original research results from empirical investigations and experiments, or from theory and model development. Accepted works are published in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science, and the best paper receives The Lee Dirks Award ($1,000 prize sponsored by Springer). https://ischools.org/Full-Research-Papers

Short Research Papers: Short research papers explore new, provocative and cross-cutting themes. They might include critical literature reviews of an emerging topic, theory building that is in the early stages of development, or new analysis or methods applied to existing data. Accepted works are published in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science. https://ischools.org/Short-Research-Papers

Posters: Posters provide a short, interactive form of presentation and should present new work, preliminary results and designs, or educational projects. New this year, posters will be presented individually followed by a Q/A, in the same manner as research papers. https://ischools.org/Posters
Interactive Events (formerly Workshops and SIE): This year, we are combining all previous interactive session types under a single Interactive Events umbrella. The change will allow us to maximize the potential of these proposals by considering them as a collective group.
https://ischools.org/Interactive-Events

Doctoral Colloquia: In these sessions, selected doctoral students will present their work to peers and faculty members, and engage with one another in a setting that is relatively informal, but that allows for the fullest of intellectual interactions.
https://ischools.org/Doctoral-Colloquium

Early Career Colloquia: These sessions provide high-quality learning and networking opportunities for early career scholars and researchers (e.g., assistant professors, early career lecturers, post-docs, or others in pre-tenure positions).
https://ischools.org/Early-Career-Colloquium

Student Symposium: In these networking and professional development sessions, undergraduate and master’s students present their work and receive feedback in a friendly setting of peers and invited senior researchers.
https://ischools.org/Student-Symposium

Doctoral Dissertation Award: This award recognizes the most outstanding doctoral dissertation of the preceding year across the entire iSchools membership.
https://ischools.org/Doctoral-Dissertation-Award

Queries: staff@ischools-inc.org